Dynamic compartmentalization of calcium channel signalling in neurons.
Calcium fluxes through the neuronal membrane are strictly limited in time due to biophysical properties of voltage-gated and ligand-activated ion channels and receptors. Being embedded into the crowded dynamic environment of biological membranes, Ca2+-permeable receptors and channels undergo perpetual spatial rearrangement, which enables their temporary association and formation of transient signalling complexes. Thus, efficient calcium-mediated signal transduction requires mechanisms to support very precise spatiotemporal alignment of the calcium source and Ca2+-binding lipids and proteins in a highly dynamic environment. The mobility of calcium channels and calcium-sensing proteins themselves can be considered as a physiologically meaningful variable that affects calcium-mediated signalling in neurons. In this review, we will focus on voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) and activity-induced relocation of stromal interaction molecules (STIMs) in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to show that particularly in time ranges between milliseconds to minutes, dynamic rearrangement of calcium conducting channels and sensor molecules is of physiological relevance.